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Abstract

In many political contexts, antagonistic actors face a tradeoff. Broadly, they

profit from noncooperative actions. But taking those actions signals unfriendly

preferences to their targets, who may then take proactive countermeasures to

mitigate the damage of later defections. We develop a model to investigate how

actors can manipulate the signaling incentives. We show that the target best

avoids initial defections when the cost and effectiveness of countermeasures fall

in a middle region. Although antagonists find misrepresentation profitable, the

initial cooperation that uncertainty induces gives impatient targets a greater over-

all payoff than with complete information. As a result, impatient targets may

want to pre-commit to less attractive countermeasures to enjoy the benefits of

initial cooperation. We illustrate the mechanism with a case study of the Soviet

Union’s withdrawal from Eastern Europe.
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1 Introduction

Divining preferences, intentions, and capabilities is a central task in the shadow of

conflict. Today, it dominates long-term planning in Washington about how to address

the rise of China. While Beijing has signaled cooperative preferences in the international

order, American policymakers must worry that this is a ploy: once in a more powerful

position, China will begin showing its true, less cooperative colors. If China is sincere

about cooperation, the United States should exert less effort to resist them in the

present. If insincere, the United States should push back against China where possible.

This kind of uncertainty is commonplace in international politics. A potential ini-

tiator state can take uncooperative action against a potential target state. The initiator

may opt against uncooperative action because it shares common goals with the target,

or because it does not have the resources to defect properly. For its part, the would-be

target is unsure of the initiator’s true motivations. After observing the initiator’s deci-

sion, the target decides whether to take countermeasures to mitigate future defections.

Despite some accounts suggesting otherwise (e.g., Copeland 2001, 22), we show that the

target can obtain clear signals in this framework. Although cooperation today from an

antagonistic actor—what we call bad-faith cooperation—sacrifices the immediate ben-

efit of defection, it can be advantageous under certain circumstances. Nevertheless,

two factors can lead an antagonistic actor to forswear bad-faith cooperation: it cares

more about current substantive outcomes than later substantive outcomes or it expects

minimal resistance despite an earlier defection.

The ability to sort types through early defections is well-known in the cooperation

literature (e.g., Kreps et al. 1982). Whether the target of such defections wants to

receive those signals has been given less attention. After all, learning the opponent’s

intentions here requires suffering a bad outcome in the present. An impatient actor

may therefore prefer living in ignorance to save the pain for a later date—and may

even actively take steps to maintain that state of ignorance in the short-term.

To address this dynamic, we extend the model of cooperation and signaling to allow

for institutional design of countermeasures. We show that the target best avoids defec-

tions when the cost and effectiveness of countermeasures fall in a middle range. The

logic works as follows. Feigned friendship appears attractive because it might convince

the target not to implement countermeasures. But if countermeasures are too expensive,
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the target state never implements any. Thus, the opponent has no reason to hide its

uncooperative desires. In contrast, if the cost of countermeasures is almost nothing, the

target implements them even when it suspects that future defection is unlikely. Because

the target would frequently challenge what it perceives as a feint, antagonistic types

often defect straightaway. Only in the middle range can the target credibly threaten

countermeasures but still want to avoid having to implement them. Antagonistic types

therefore cooperate the most here, as the feint pays off. Indeed, increasing the effective-

ness of countermeasures from weak to middling can cause a discontinuous increase in

the rate of cooperation. A similar logic applies to the effectiveness of resistance—initial

cooperation maximizes when countermeasures are worthwhile, but not so effective that

the target will defend itself when it suspects duplicity.

Moreover, we demonstrate that the target can benefit from uncertainty. If the

target knows that its opponent has uncooperative preferences, the opponent seemingly

has no incentive to hide its type; feigning friendship is only an effective strategy when

someone believes the lie. As a result, the uncooperative type defects in the first stage,

knowing that the target will implement countermeasures. However, imagine that the

target values initial cooperation more than the future interaction. Uncertainty helps

here because it incentivizes the uncooperative type to feign friendlier preferences in the

present. The target pays a price later, but we show that they nevertheless may prefer

having an uncooperative type manipulate it.

The previous two paragraphs imply our key institutional design result. One might

suspect that the target would never want to make their countermeasures more expen-

sive or less effective; doing so only seems to limit the target’s future options. This

intuition is false: the target can benefit from handcuffing itself. In fact, the target may

endogenously make its countermeasures objectively worse because doing so induces

antagonistic opponents to engage in bad-faith cooperation today. Impatient targets

benefit from this in the short-run, rationalizing the counterintuitive claim.

Although the formal results have broader substantive implications, we illustrate

the mechanism by exploring the Soviet Union’s and the United States’ approaches

toward Eastern Europe in the late-1980s and early-1990s. We begin by motivating

Soviet uncertainty over the Bush administration’s desire to cooperate. Nevertheless,

political and economic troubles made the Soviet leadership desperate for cooperation

from the United States, including with respect to its ailing allies. Mikhail Gorbachev’s
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announcement of large troop withdrawals in 1988 helped convince the United States

to initially oblige despite harboring antagonistic preferences. In particular, we show

that Washington at first exercised restraint toward revolutions in Eastern Europe to

prevent the Soviets from reinstating countermeasures which would have made it harder

for them to secure the real prize in a later period: a unified Germany in NATO.

From a theoretical perspective, this paper is closest to Haynes (2018). His model

focuses on a declining state’s retrenchment and a rising state’s signaling of preferences

during a power shift.1 Under these conditions, short-term cooperation by a rising state

can benefit the declining state. In fact, the associated payoff can sometimes exceed the

payoff of the analog complete information game. Our baseline model shows a similar

result in broader contexts, especially when we allow for states to have non-common

discount factors. The institutional design extension also delves into new theoretical

territory, using the basic framework to show how a target can unexpectedly benefit

from self-restraint over future actions.

Such self-restraint results are common in the literature when commitment problems

and time-inconsistency of preferences are present.2 Our mechanism shares a similar

commitment concern that drives the institutional design decision. However, unlike

other treatments, incomplete information is a central component of the result. With

complete information, both parties would prefer a truce today, the absence of resistance,

and uncooperative actions later. But the target can only credibly commit to forgo

resistance in the presence of uncertainty.

The model also connects to the traditional security dilemma. Because the mech-

anism relies on misrepresentation, it is more specifically related to security dilemma

models rooted in incomplete information. Whereas Kydd (2005) endogenizes the ex-

tent of the issue area over a two-period game, we give the uncertain state the ability

to handcuff itself on both the cost and effectiveness of countermeasures. Thus, our

model is geared toward explaining hand tying rather than the optimal sequencing of

cooperation.

1Both Haynes (2018) and Yoder (2019) have a common theme of retrenchment, offering up a portion
of the pie for ideologically distant types to take immediately, which thereby signals its preference.
Second round capabilities do not change. Our institutional design decision is the opposite.

2See Smith 2018, Judd 2018, Spaniel and Poznansky 2018, Spaniel 2019. These results share a
similarity to Schelling’s (1984) “self-command” concept.
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2 Foundations: Cooperation and Countermeasures

Before developing the model, we motivate its central strategic tensions. Covering these

points verifies the empirical relevance of the model’s assumptions. It also helps contrast

existing theoretical claims from the model’s new findings.

The interplay between uncertainty over future intentions is perhaps most developed

in the literature on power transitions. As a state grows more powerful, it can try to

reshape world affairs. However, a state does not always know what its opponent’s ideal

world looks like (Bils and Spaniel 2017). Thus, the overall threat to the corresponding

declining state may be unclear (Rosato 2015). A rising state that would completely

remake world order is worth resisting; a moderate rising state is not.

Richard Nixon’s rapprochement with China in the early 1970s highlights similar

incentives. Chinese officials worried that it could be a ploy to convince them to let

their guard down. American officials spent a significant portion of time during the

visit to convince them otherwise (MacMillan 2006, 191). In a session with Zhou En-

lai, Nixon noted how “[t]he Prime Minister pointed out ... the danger, based on past

history, that China might be carved up by its major neighbors, by the Soviet Union,

India, by Japan, or possibly even by the United States.” Trying to allay that fear,

Nixon said that he “can assure [the Prime Minister] unqualifiedly that not only will the

U.S. never follow such a policy, but, to the extent we have influence, we will attempt

to discourage Japan and others if they embark on such a policy” (FRUS 2006).

In these cases, targets would seem to benefit from bad-faith cooperation in the

short term.3 That is, all else equal, cooperation on an important policy issue today

and conflict on another policy issue tomorrow beats conflict on both policy issues. But

a potential target must think through its incentives in an uncertain environment. If

armed with the knowledge of forthcoming uncooperative behavior, the target can take

proactive countermeasures to soften the blow. In the context of great power politics,

3Although we frame our argument in terms of great power politics, the same general framework
applies to other issue areas. For example, the absence of cyber intrusions today is not proof that an
opposing country will not commit those attacks in the future. The lack of a terrorist attack today
does not mean that a terrorist group is not biding its time for tomorrow. Olive branches from a rebel
group could hide a desire to reinitiate hostilities against the central government at a later date. And
in an international political economy context, lending states do not know whether recipient states are
“stalwarts” committed to paying back obligations under any circumstances or “lemons” that want to
take advantage of a loan. The central idea is that cooperation today does not inherently imply that
another actor does not want to or lacks the ability to defect.
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this means investing in additional military power or maintaining deployments of existing

armaments.4

The utility of resistance, however, depends on the target’s expectation of future

uncooperative behavior. If it believes the other actor does not have the desire or the

capability to take such actions, investment in countermeasures is an unnecessary cost.

Unfortunately for the potential target, the initiator’s preferences seem to stand in the

way of deciphering which action to take. In the above example, the United States could

have had an incentive to lull China into a false sense of security—or, as Deng Xiaoping

put it in his own 24-character strategy, “hide our capacities and bide our time.” If

biding one’s time would convince the target not to resist, the opponent can accrue

the benefits of unhindered defections in the later stage. States with such unfriendly

preferences may be actively hurt by offering bad-faith cooperation in the short term.

But that may be a worthy trade-off if it convinces the target to forgo countermeasures

now, allowing the state to achieve success later on a potentially more important issue.

As a result, the literature on power transitions is skeptical whether initial actions can

communicate useful information. For instance, Copeland (2001, 22) writes that “rising

states have every incentive to misrepresent their intentions as peaceful to reduce the

possibility of preventive attack. The declining state will therefore have a hard time

sorting out those states that are genuinely peaceful from those that are not.” Others

are more optimistic, suggesting that communication can work if some of the parties’

preferences are sufficiently aligned (Kydd 2005; Glaser 2010; Bils and Spaniel 2017).

What is missing from the optimists’ explorations is how an uninformed actor can

change the situation to elicit accurate information. This institutional design question

is the thrust of our contribution. At first blush, it seems that states ought to maintain

flexibility so they can maximize resistance for future defections after observing initial

actions. Yet the self-restraint and self-command literature give reasons to be skeptical

that preparedness is always the best course of action. If the target had extremely

cheap and effective countermeasures, the initiator might anticipate they would be used

4Resistance also applies to other issues areas. For cyber attacks, the state can install additional
redundant systems, hire more white hats to search and eradicate existing vulnerabilities, or limit the
interconnectivity of systems. Governments in the midst of civil wars can maintain their armaments and
patrols of rebel-dominated areas. To stop terrorist attacks, governments can invest more in domestic
security to harden targets or increase the probability of intercepting would-be attackers. They can
also take offensive measures to reduce an existing group’s infrastructure abroad. Lenders can simply
withhold disbursements to questionable recipients.
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regardless of whether they cooperated in bad faith. The initiator would then have no

reason to cooperate at all knowing they would face resistance regardless. In turn, the

target might wish to make resistance more expensive and less effective to preserve some

cooperation.

In practice, states have many tools at their disposal to make countermeasures less

effective or more expensive. The central way to counteract uncooperative behavior in

international politics is to acquire more military power. Externally, then, states can

increase the cost of alliance formation by making commitments to neutrality (Smith

2018). Neutrality commitments can also eliminate potential alliance partners, reduc-

ing the effectiveness of whatever alliance forms. Internally, states can make certain

weapons programs less attractive. This is perhaps most prevalent with weapons of

mass destruction where states can sign international prohibition treaties. Leaders can

also make domestic commitments; Ayatollah Khamenei’s 2003 fatwa against nuclear

weapons is one example (Spaniel 2019, 133). Acts like these may raise the cost of de-

veloping such weapons. In some cases, they may force states to pursue less effective

alternatives. Finally, redistribution of a state’s military resources has a similar restrain-

ing effect (Glaser 1997, 181). Withdrawing troops from a potential hot spot forces the

state to pay mobilization costs to redeploy them should trouble arise. Troop retire-

ments following withdrawal may also reduce the countermeasures a state can marshal

on redeployment.

The model below demonstrates that states are sometimes better off sabotaging their

own capacity in these manners to secure short-term, albeit bad-faith, cooperation.

3 A Model of Signaling and Cooperation

We wish to investigate whether a state can improve its welfare by reducing its ability

to resist. However, we start with a game that holds fixed the cost and effectiveness

for resistance. The interaction forms the subgames that can result from a selected cost

or effectiveness of resistance, so we eventually need to solve this interaction anyway.

Some of the results are also interesting in their own right despite similarities to existing

models of cooperation.

The fundamental dilemmas from the previous section contained three main com-

ponents. First, an actor chooses a cooperative or uncooperative behavior. The target
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observes that action, makes an inference about its opponent, and chooses whether to

take countermeasures. Finally, the original actor chooses to take cooperative or un-

cooperative actions in a second round. To replicate those actions, the baseline game

consists of two actors, A and B. Nature begins the game by drawing A as a Friend with

probability p and as an Enemy with probability 1 − p. A sees its type and chooses

whether to cooperate or defect. B observes A’s action but not A’s type and chooses

whether to resist or not. Finally, A selects whether to cooperate or defect a second

time.

Payoffs are as follows. The Friend type just wants to cooperate for both rounds. If

it does so, it receives c1 + δAc2, where ci > 0 represents the value of cooperation along

each of the dimensions and δA ≥ 0 reflects A’s temporal preferences. If the Friend

defects in a given period, it earns 0 for that period instead.

Note that this essentially makes a Friend a behavioral type—it has a strictly dom-

inant strategy to cooperate in each stage. Because elimination of strictly dominated

strategies does not delete any equilibria, a Friend type also maps onto a country that

outright lacks the ability to defect. As a result, we can address uncertainty over both

preferences and capabilities in a single model.

Meanwhile, the Enemy type of A prefers defection. For the first period, that value

of defection equals d1 > 0. For the second period, the value of defection depends on

whether B resisted or not. If B did not, the Enemy receives δAd2, where δA is the

same discount rate as before and d2 > 0 is the value of defection for the round.5 If

B resisted, the Enemy receives δA(1 − r)d2, where r ∈ (0, 1) captures the effectiveness

of resistance. Thus, r values close to 1 reflect how resistance nullifies the Enemy’s

benefit from defection. The value of cooperation in any period for the Enemy is 0, and

resistance has no impact on this.

Finally, B prefers cooperation to defection in each period. For the first period, it

earns c1 for cooperation and −d1 for defection. In the second period, B receives c2 for

cooperation. For defection, its payoff depends on the earlier resistance choice. If B did

not resist, it suffers −δBd2, where δB ≥ 0 reflects B’s temporal preferences. If B did

resist, the damage reduces to −δB(1−r)d2. In addition, resisting costs k > 0 regardless

of whether A cooperates or defects in the second round.

5The theoretical takeaways do not change if each type of A weighs the two rounds differently. The
cutpoints derived below use the Enemy’s discounting.
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Thus, we do not assume that the states share a common discount factor. Although

many models in international relations use common discount factors to reduce nota-

tional clutter, that assumption is not well-microfounded (Haggard and Kaufman 1995),

and many observable factors predict the duration of a leader’s tenure. Disaggregated

discount factors is important for the research question here, as changing A’s alters its

preferences to play the long game, while changing B’s alters its incentives to allow the

long game be played against it.

3.1 The Basic Strategic Tension

Some simple analysis reveals the game’s basic strategic tension. In the second period, A

no longer has to worry about the signaling dynamics of its decision.6 A Friend strictly

prefers to cooperate, and an Enemy strictly prefers to defect. They therefore take those

respective actions.

Going deeper, a Friend must also cooperate in the first period. The only reason A

might want to take an action it does not naturally like is if doing so induces B to change

its behavior. But the resistance decision does not impact A’s ability to cooperate. Thus,

it always obtains a better outcome at every decision node by cooperating.

Reasoning through this, the Enemy has a dilemma. Defecting in the first period

would reveal its true desires and thus motivate B to resist. Cooperating in the first

period forgoes the initial value of defection but allows it to feign friendship. This may

lead B to relax, thereby allowing the Enemy to obtain its full value of defection in the

second stage.

We sort out the different lines of strategic thinking the Enemy pursues in the four

cases below. The solution concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). The equi-

librium strategies are generally unique, and the dominance refinement for off-the-path

beliefs generates a generally unique equilibrium as a whole.

6We develop a two period game because it is the most straightforward way to examine the mech-
anism. The same key signaling dynamics would also arise in an infinite horizon setting. Imagine that
the value for defection increases after some number of periods and B believes it is likely facing a friend.
Then the Enemy has the same incentive to pool through each of the initial periods to not encourage B
to take countermeasures. By doing so, it can profit more from its defection at the critical stage. This
signaling incentive drives all our main results.
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3.2 Cost-Ineffective Resistance

One possibility is that resistance may not be effective compared to its cost. Suppose

that the Enemy reveals its type by defecting in the first period. Following that defection,

B knows it will suffer another round of defection. It must then decide whether resisting

is worth the cost. The appendix shows the cost is too large if:

k > rδBd2 (1)

When Condition 1 holds, the Enemy deduces that B will not resist even if it knows

that defection is forthcoming. In turn, revealing its true preferences through defection

in the first period comes at no long-term price.

The following characterizes the equilibrium of this first parameter space:

Proposition 1. Suppose the cost of resistance is sufficiently large (i.e., Condition 1

holds). Then, in the unique PBE, the Enemy defects at every stage. B never resists.

Already, these results run contrary to pessimistic notions that meaningful signals

are difficult to obtain (Copeland 2001). Future intentions are in fact easy to discern

with confidence if the circumstances are right. Proposition 1 provides one such set of

circumstances. If resisting is too expensive, the Enemy has no incentive to hide its

motives. Even if B knows that it faces defection in the future, it will not do anything

to stop it. As such, forgoing defection in the first stage only hurts its first stage utility

without altering its second stage utility. In turn, the Enemy reveals itself despite an

incentive structure that might seem to encourage the opposite behavior.

3.3 Resistance Is (Mostly) Futile

In the previous parameter space, the Enemy reasoned it should defect at the start

because B would not resist even if it received the worst possible information. Now

instead suppose that countermeasures are cost-effective, at least in the sense that B

would want to resist if it knew its opponent was an Enemy. The Appendix shows that

resistance is too ineffective to deter defection if:

r <
d1
δAd2

(2)
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The following proposition summarizes the corresponding equilibrium:

Proposition 2. Suppose that the cost and effectiveness of resistance are sufficiently low

(i.e., Condition 1 fails but Condition 2 holds). Then, in the unique PBE, the Enemy

defects at every stage. B does not resist following initial cooperation but does following

initial defection.

Note that although A adopts the same separating strategies as Proposition 1, Propo-

sition 2’s logic centers on the Enemy not caring about the countermeasures. Thus, the

prediction about B’s behavior changes. Nevertheless, the implication about learning

remains the same: future intentions are easy to discern under the right circumstances.

This time, B will resist upon observing the Enemy defect. But those countermeasures

are so weak that the Enemy is unwilling to forgo its value for first period defection.

3.4 Effective Feints

Like the previous parameter space, suppose still that B would want to resist if it knew it

was facing the Enemy. Unlike before, however, suppose also that resistance is effective

enough that the Enemy would prefer first period cooperation if it meant no resistance

for a second period defection. This implies that Conditions 1 and 2 both fail. Under

these circumstances, clear signals are not possible.

As a result, B’s choice is not straightforward. Imagine that B believed that the En-

emy type was much more common than the Friend type. Then the Enemy pooling with

the Friend would cause B to think it is likely facing an Enemy despite the cooperative

behavior. In contrast, if the Friend type were much more common, B would not want

to waste the cost of countermeasures. It is possible that such a decision would backfire,

but the price is not worth the expected gain. The appendix calculates the condition

for this as:

r <
k

(1− p)δBd2
(3)

This generates the conditions to yield a pooling equilibrium:

Proposition 3. Suppose that the cost of resistance is sufficiently large and its effective-

ness falls in a middle range (i.e., Conditions 1 and 2 fail but Condition 3 holds). Then
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the game has a unique PBE given the dominance refinement.7 The Enemy cooperates

in the first stage. B does not resist. Then the Enemy defects in the second stage.

To recap, the Enemy’s strategy works here because B thinks such a type is unlikely.

Otherwise, B would respond to cooperation with resistance despite the promising signal.

At that point, revealing itself to be the Enemy would not matter. In turn, the Enemy

could profitably deviate to defecting in the first round.

3.5 Challenging a Potential Feint

In the final parameter space, resistance is both effective and cheap. Because Condition

1 fails, B is willing to resist when it knows it is facing the Enemy. Because Condition 2

fails, resistance scares the Enemy enough that revealing its type is not desirable. And

because Condition 3 fails, the Enemy cannot simply feign friendship and expect B to

drop its resistance.

Thus, semi-separation is the only option left for the Enemy. This leads to the

equilibrium of the final parameter space:

Proposition 4. Suppose that the cost of resistance is sufficiently small and its effec-

tiveness is sufficiently high (i.e., Conditions 1, 2, and 3 fail). Then, in the unique PBE,

the Enemy mixes between cooperation and defection in the first stage. It then defects in

the second stage regardless of the first stage outcome. Following first period defection, B

resists. Following first period cooperation, B mixes between resisting and not resisting.

Recapping, Figure 1 presents an equilibrium plot for a (k, r) pair. The bottom

right covers Proposition 1’s case. The Enemy defects in both stages, with B offering no

resistance in the latter period. The bottom left covers Proposition 2’s case. The Enemy

also defects in both stages here; B resists the second time, but the countermeasures are

not enough to deter the Enemy the first time around. The top right covers Proposition

3’s case. The Enemy cooperates in the first stage to trick B into not resisting. Finally,

the top left covers Proposition 4’s case. The Enemy sometimes defects in the first stage;

B only sometimes resists after seeing cooperation.

7The strategies described below are unique regardless of the dominance refinement. Moreover, the
pooling equilibrium described in Proposition 3 can survive on weaker beliefs outlined by Condition 3,
just so long as B resists at that information set.
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Figure 1: Plot of the equilibrium strategies associated with a particular set of k and r
values.

4 Implications

The model reveals a few interesting implications worth studying further. This will also

help motivate the institutional design questions we tackle next. To begin, consider the

probability of cooperation in the first round.8 One might imagine that increasing the

cost of resistance would make cooperation less likely. After all, higher costs make B

less inclined to implement countermeasures. In turn, the Enemy ought to have less fear

of resistance and be more inclined to defect immediately.

This intuition is true in the extreme. Recall that Proposition 1 stated that if the

cost is sufficiently high, B never resists. As such, the Enemy has nothing to hide and

indeed begins by defecting. But the following remark demonstrates that the intuition

does not apply everywhere:

Remark 1. The relationship between the cost of resistance and cooperation is non-

monotonic, maximizing at middling levels of k for some parameter spaces.

Figure 2 illustrates how increasing the cost of resistance can improve cooperation

rates. The rightmost side of the figure corresponds to Proposition 1’s separating equi-

8We focus on first round cooperation because second round cooperation is unchanging in the inputs.
In fact, because of this, the overall cooperation relationship is also nonomonotonic.
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Figure 2: Probability of first-period cooperation as a function of the cost of resistance.

librium. The Enemy calculates that B finds resistance too expensive to pursue even

if it expects defection in the second period. This causes the Enemy to attack. The

probability of cooperation is simply the ex ante probability that B is facing the Friend,

which is .5 here. The low probability of cooperation corresponds to the straightforward

intuition regarding resistance costs.

Yet lowering the cost of resistance causes something interesting to happen. Suddenly,

the probability of first period cooperation jumps to 1. This region corresponds to

Proposition 3’s pooling equilibrium. Now resistance is worthwhile if B knows A is

the Enemy. Nevertheless, countermeasures remain costly enough that B does not find

implementing them worthwhile if both types take the same action. Because the Enemy

knows that first period defection would reveal itself, it feigns friendship. As such, lower

costs facilitate greater cooperation in the first stage.

The probability of cooperation drops lower when the cost of resistance becomes too

cheap. This leftmost region corresponds to Proposition 4’s semi-separating equilibrium.

Here, countermeasures are so inexpensive that B would implement them if the Enemy

reliably feigned friendship in the first stage. As a result, the Enemy takes a more mea-

sured approach, sometimes feigning friendship and sometimes defecting. This explains

why the overall probability of cooperation falls between the first two cases.

A similar relationship exists for the effectiveness of resistance. As before, one may

suspect that weaker forms of resistance yield less cooperation. After all, the Enemy has
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Figure 3: Probability of first-period cooperation as a function of the effectiveness of
resistance.

less incentive to feign friendship if giving away its type has little consequence on B’s

ability to defend itself. Yet that connection is not universal:

Remark 2. The relationship between the effectiveness of resistance and cooperation is

nonmonotonic, maximizing at middling levels of r for some parameter spaces.

Figure 3 illustrates the results. Recall that low values of r represent ineffective

resistance measures. The Enemy does not care if it reveals itself and therefore sep-

arates. Only the Friend cooperates, leading to a low overall probability of coopera-

tion. For middling resistance levels, the Enemy pools on cooperation with the Friend,

achieving maximum cooperation levels. The Enemy chooses this because B does not

implement countermeasures—resistance is still too ineffective to warrant the cost when

B believes that A could still be a Friend. Finally, cooperation tapers off for effective

resistance. Here, if the Enemy always cooperates, resistance does enough that B im-

plements countermeasures despite the initial olive branch. Instead, the Enemy adopts

the semi-separating strategy described before.

Remarks 1 and 2 collectively highlight how the probability of cooperation maximizes

in the region with the pooling equilibrium. One might think that this is ultimately

detrimental to B’s welfare. After all, the Enemy pools on cooperation with the intention

to lull B into a false sense of security so that it can enjoy the full benefits of defection

later on. Although this is true in some cases, it is not in others. In fact, this trickery
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can benefit B so much that it fares better with incomplete information than complete

information:

Remark 3. For some parameter spaces, B’s expected utility is greater when it is not

informed about A’s type than when it is.

To be clear, this is not a comparison between a particular prior belief value p ∈ (0, 1)

and a complete information case when p = 0 or p = 1. Clearly, B is best off if

it is facing the Friend, as it enjoys cooperation in both periods and has no reason to

implement costly resistance. Rather, Remark 3 is a comparison between the incomplete

information model described and the equivalent game where B also observes the draw

of A’s type.

Despite international relations scholars associating uncertainty with inefficiency, the

intuition here is straightforward. With complete information, B’s payoff mimics its

payoff for the separating equilibrium. Indeed, credible separating strategies generate

complete information for B in the subgame following A’s initial move. B suffers initial

defection from the Enemy but knows to implement countermeasures afterward; against

the Friend, it enjoys two rounds of cooperation and does not pay for pointless resistance.

In contrast, B enjoys the benefits of cooperation in the first period for Proposition 3’s

pooling parameters. The only price it pays is suffering unencumbered defection against

the Enemy in the second period. Thus, if B values initial cooperation at a sufficiently

high rate compared to the later defection, the Enemy’s incentive to feign friendship

may actually benefit B. The Appendix shows that the condition for this is:

δB <
c1 + d1 + k

rd2
(4)

This condition has an intuitive interpretation. When δB is small, B focuses on

the first period payoff. With complete information, against the Enemy, a commitment

problem forms. B would prefer an outcome where the Enemy agrees not to defect in

the first period, and B rewards the Enemy for cooperating by not resisting. B benefits

here because it obtains its best outcome for the first period; it then suffers a worse fate

during the second period, but the low value of δB means it does not care. But such a

tacit agreement is not credible—B would enjoy the benefits of cooperation and resist

anyway. Recognizing this, the Enemy simply chooses to defect in the first period.
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Incomplete information resolves the credibility problem. When B faces uncertainty,

the Enemy can pool with the Friend. Such strategies induce a belief that makes B opt

against countermeasures. In turn, the Enemy and B can reach the mutually preferable

outcome.

Although counter to conventional wisdom in the international relations literature,

beneficial uncertainty is well-known in economics (Kamien, Tauman and Zamir 1990).

Intuition might suggest otherwise, as a better-informed individual ought to make more

profitable decisions. This is indeed true in a decision theoretic context (Blackwell 1951).

However, in a strategic context, the additional information can have second-order effects

on the choices of other players. Here, similar to Haynes (2018), the benefits accrue due

to the credible strategy assuaging the opponent’s concerns.

Thus, the model counters a common theme within the assurance literature. Edel-

stein (2002, 4-5), for example, asserts that “[c]onfident beliefs about future intentions

are desirable because they allow for better policy making” and “[u]ncertainty about

intentions ... increases the likelihood of misdirected policies.” However, a state’s wel-

fare goes beyond those points, and performing better in the other areas may trump the

losses directly attributable to uncertainty.

5 Institutional Design

The accumulated findings of the previous two sections suggest an intriguing possibil-

ity. Cooperation is more likely when the cost of resistance is not too small and the

effectiveness of resistance is not too large. B’s utility under the corresponding pooling

equilibrium sometimes exceeds what it would earn in a complete information case. And

whether A adopts the pooling strategy is a function of both the cost and effectiveness

of resistance. Might B sometimes benefit by making resistance look less attractive?

We now extend the baseline model and demonstrate that the answer is yes. To

do this, consider the following two (separate) modifications. First, suppose B begins

the game by choosing k ≥ k, where k > 0 represents the baseline cost of resistance.

Selecting k means that B keeps future resistance as easy as possible to implement.

Second, suppose B begins the game by choosing r ∈ [0, r], where r ∈ (0, 1] represents

the baseline effectiveness of resistance. Similar to before, selecting r means that B keeps

future resistance (if implemented) as effective as possible.
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Without the earlier buildup, one would suspect that B would always choose k and

r. After all, movement in either direction makes the costs of resistance higher and the

effectiveness of resistance lower. Both changes would seem to only hurt B’s ability to

protect itself. And yet, that intuition is wrong. The following propositions state the

counterintuitive results.

Proposition 5. For the endogenous costs game, suppose the baseline cost level k falls

under Proposition 4’s parameters and B’s value for first period cooperation is sufficiently

large. Then, in equilibrium, B chooses any k within Proposition 3’s parameters. All

such values are strictly greater than k.

Proposition 6. For the endogenous effectiveness game, suppose the baseline effective-

ness level r falls under Proposition 4’s parameters and B’s value for first period coop-

eration is sufficiently large. Then, in equilibrium, B chooses any r within Proposition

3’s parameters. All such values are strictly less than r.

The core idea is the same in both of the extensions. In short, increasing the cost

or decreasing the effectiveness of resistance makes implementing countermeasures look

less attractive. Under the right circumstances, B can pick values such that (1) it would

want to resist if it knew it was facing an Enemy and (2) it would not want to resist if

the Enemy always feigned friendship by cooperating in the first period. Under these

conditions, a forward-looking Enemy wants to cooperate in the first stage to obtain the

full value of unresisted defection in the second stage. If B cares more about the present

than the future, inducing that behavior out of the Enemy is preferable to having the

Enemy sometimes defect in the first stage.

Given the similarities of the propositions, we give a more thorough description of

just the endogenous k game. Figure 1 shows all of the different cases we must consider.

In effect, the endogenous k game asks whether B would prefer the outcome associated

with its baseline k or would prefer the outcome associated with any other k to the right

of k. As the previous section hinted at, the incentive for B to do this is to obtain first

period cooperation from the Enemy at the cost of a more destructive defection in the

second period. Consequently, increasing the cost cannot improve B’s outcome when

resistance is ineffective—i.e., within the bottom half of Figure 1. Regardless of the

cost, the weak countermeasures do not deter the Enemy. As such, it is always optimal
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for B to keep the cost static at k, which allows it to employ the countermeasure at the

cheapest price available if it so chooses.

When resistance is effective—i.e., in the top half of Figure 1—B’s decision is more

layered. Suppose that k is low enough that the Enemy responds by sometimes feigning

friendship and sometimes defecting immediately. B can convince the Enemy to always

feign friendship by increasing the cost by a large enough margin. As the appendix

details, doing this sometimes generates a better outcome for B. Suppose that B places

greater value on the first period’s payoffs than the second’s. Then sacrificing prepared-

ness for the second period is worth securing cooperation today. Increasing k allows B

to accomplish that goal.

Although initially intended to show the probability of first period cooperation, Fig-

ure 2 illustrates B’s optimization problem. Going from left to right shifts the parameters

from Proposition 4 to Proposition 3 to Proposition 1. In this case, B values the ini-

tial round at a higher rate. When k is low, the Enemy semi-separates. Increasing

k makes B less inclined to take countermeasures. Thus, to maintain B’s indifference

condition, those countermeasures must matter more often. This means that the Enemy

must cooperate more frequently. Because B values that first period cooperation, its

utility increases. As such, B must choose a k value that yields Proposition 3’s outcome.

Consistent with Proposition 5’s claim, this amount exceeds the baseline level.

As mentioned at the start of this discussion, the same central intuition carries over

to the game with an endogenous r choice. Decreasing r can shift the parameters of the

game from Proposition 4’s parameters to Proposition 3’s parameters. If B places greater

emphasis on its first period payoffs, making that shift is preferable despite giving B a

worse resistance option. Figure 3 helps visualize the claim.

6 Case Study

We illustrate the model’s mechanisms by examining the United States and Soviet

Union’s interactions during the end of the Cold War. Building on a growing revi-

sionist narrative (Shifrinson 2018), we argue that the arc matches Proposition 5 and

6’s predictions. Following Goemans and Spaniel (2016), we trace it across three phases.

First, we posit that the Soviet Union’s announcement in late-1988 that it would dra-

matically reduce the size of its military, including the withdrawal of tens of thousands
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of troops from Eastern Europe, reduced their capacity to counter future hostile United

States actions in the region. Second, America’s initial restraint toward revolutions in

Warsaw Pact countries like Poland ensured that the Soviets did not reinstate troops.

Finally, subsequent American policy toward German unification was easier as a result.9

6.1 Independent Variables

The first step is motivating the independent variables. Consistent with the model, we

show that the Soviet Union was uncertain about American intentions, that the United

States exhibited bad-faith intentions by maintaining a cooperative posture publicly

while harboring exploitative preferences, and that the Soviets cared a lot about the

short-term.

Mikhail Gorbachev’s assessment of American intentions from the time he took power

in 1985 were circumspect. This was true of the Reagan administration and, more

germane for our purposes, through the transition to George H.W. Bush. Gorbachev

remarked to the Central Committee in December 1988 that “it is still premature to

draw serious conclusions about the policy of the future administration” (CPSU CC

1988). When Bush became president in January, he pursued a reassessment of policy

toward the Soviet Union, which contributed to the uncertainty. Following an address by

Bush at Texas A&M University, Gorbachev “privately told an aide, ‘[i]t’s hard to know

exactly what to make of all this. Let’s see what else they have to say’ ” (Beschloss

and Talbott 1993, 71). Bush recalled after a meeting with Gorbachev that he “had

expressed doubt about U.S. intentions at their previous encounter” (Wilson 2014, 171).

When it came to America’s own ambitions, policymakers were genuinely interested

in ending the Cold War. However, decision-makers also wanted to undermine the Soviet

Union notwithstanding public statements to the contrary. In the context of the model,

the United States was the Enemy type. According to Shifrinson (2018, 159), “Although

policymakers privately emphasized the desirability of ensuring that the declining Soviet

Union never recovered, public rhetoric was framed in cooperative overtones.”

9One may worry that the Soviet withdrawal affected defection payoffs in the first stage, which the
model does not incorporate. However, the key institutional design result is robust to this possibility,
though the parameters under which State A engages in self-restraint contract. State A must adjust
its self-restraint decision, but it can still find the appropriate value if the effect on the first stage value
is minimal or the Enemy is sufficiently patient.
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American officials’ stance on the unrest unfolding in Eastern Europe starting in

the late-1980s offers a good illustration of their true preferences regarding the So-

viet Union: “[T]he United States retained what Bush and [National Security Advisor]

Scowcroft termed ‘a long-term goal of freeing the region’ from Soviet control and seeing

‘Soviet troops reduced or removed’ ” (Shifrinson 2018, 132). Policymakers believed that

Eastern Europe would never be free “as long as the Soviet occupation of East-Central

Europe continues” (Engel 2017, 90). During the period when German unification was

being debated in late-1989 and early 1990, described in greater detail below, Bush re-

sponded to a comment about the Soviet Union not wanting Germany in NATO with

strong language: “To hell with that. We prevailed and they didn’t. We can’t let the

Soviets clutch victory from the jaws of defeat” (Zelikow and Rice 1995, 215).

The final piece is showing that Soviet leaders cared a lot about the short-term. A

large part of what was driving their concern turned on economic and political chal-

lenges (Wilson 2014, 89). Gorbachev’s various efforts to reform the Soviet state—

including glasnost and perestroika—sought to “preserve the superpower status of the

Soviet Union, even as the country was undergoing wrenching changes at home.... While

Washington operated on the time horizon of a presidential administration, Moscow only

had urgency” (Wilson 2014, 116, 162). Alexander Yakovlev, a senior Soviet politician,

warned at one point they “probably have no more than two to three years to prove that

socialism as formulated by Lenin can work” (Wilson 2014, 162). Pressures to address

problems in the short-term worsened by the end of the decade (Dockrill 2005; Ze-

likow and Rice 1995). Wohlforth summarizes their bleak situation: “In hindsight, what

stands out about the close of 1988 are the mounting challenges to Gorbachev and the

Soviet Union—from the economy, hard-liners, and the rising independence movements

in East-Central Europe and many of the Soviet republics” (Wohlforth 2003, 5).

6.2 Dependent Variables

This section corroborates the model’s argument by examining how the Soviet Union

and United States behaved toward one another in this period. As will become clear,

the U.S. initially exercised restraint toward Soviet clients following reductions in the

USSR’s ability to resist only to reveal its true preference later when the time was right.
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6.2.1 Soviet Countermeasures

The first part of this discussion explains key aspects of Soviet behavior. For much of the

Cold War, the Soviet Union had an enormous military presence throughout Europe.

Observers were therefore surprised when Gorbachev announced substantial cuts in a

high-profile speech at the United Nations in December 1988 (Collins 1998, 210). He

promised an overall reduction in the Soviet military of 500,000 troops, including a

specific commitment to withdraw 50,000 troops and 5,000 tanks from Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, and East Germany (Office of Soviet Analysis 1989, 1).10 Gorbachev’s desire

to elicit cooperation from the United States played a role in this decision (Dockrill 2005,

65-66).11 In the language of the model, it was a strategic move in the endogenous costs

game designed to secure American cooperation, at least in the short-term.

Declassified documents support this notion. Consider a high-level Politburo meeting

after Gorbachev’s UN speech. Georgi Arbatov, a senior advisor, warned his colleagues

that they “cannot allow the future administration to take a protracted time out and

slow down the tempo of our political offensive.” Yakovlev agreed, noting that “if we

continue to advance in this direction [of disarmament] ... the Americans will be forced

to change their approaches radically” (CPSU CC 1988). A U.S. national intelligence

estimate from April 1989 describes Gorbachev’s overtures to the West in similar terms:

“Given the likelihood that solving the USSR’s domestic problems will take decades if

not generations, Soviet leaders appreciate that they can score gains far more quickly

on the foreign policy front. In effect, new strategies toward the West are a means for

Moscow to improve its competitive position in the short run through political means

while waiting for domestic reforms to take effect” (National Intelligence Estimate 1989,

4).12 According to Chollet and Goldgeier (2003, 154, ft. 30) this particular NIE was

one of “the main intelligence products about Gorbachev’s goals during this period.”

10The implementation of this policy was to be somewhat gradual. A declassified report from De-
cember 1988 “propose[d] to withdraw three divisions from Eastern Europe during this year and three
divisions next year” (CPSU CC 1988).

11Although financial motivations were also relevant, such factors are less useful for explaining the
nature of these cuts such as the precise location of troop withdrawals. American policymakers them-
selves acknowledged that while Gorbachev’s general “shift in strategy toward the West is borne in
large measure out of weakness, it also has an offensive intent” (National Intelligence Estimate 1989,
8).

12While they do not mention the troop reductions explicitly, references to Gorbachev’s “shift away
from past thinking about East-West relations and toward less confrontational international behavior”
is highly suggestive.
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Secondary accounts affirm the link between Gorbachev’s moves and the desire to

elicit cooperation from the United States. One such account argues that Gorbachev

wanted “to put ‘the onus for reciprocal actions on the United States or [put] the United

States on the defensive’ ” (Chollet and Goldgeier 2003, 154). Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze even complained at one point: “Are the Americans willing to do

nothing to help us? Are we the ones who have to make all the moves? We take these

huge steps and all we hear from Washington is, ‘More! More! You must do more!”’

(Beschloss and Talbott 1993, 60; emphasis in original). Subsequent olive branches from

Gorbachev were aimed at encouraging the United States to provide economic and other

forms of assistance to rescue their struggling economy (Wilson 2014, 185).

Notwithstanding the desire to elicit cooperation in the short-term, reducing troop

levels constituted a change in the efficacy of the USSR’s ability to implement counter-

measures in the event America exploited unrest in its sphere of influence. Policymakers

pointed out that Gorbachev’s proposed reductions “will cut substantially into Soviet

force structure in Central Europe and will significantly reduce the prospect of a short

warning theater offensive” (National Intelligence Estimate 1989, 10). Having fewer

troops, we argue, also specifically decreased the Soviet Union’s capacity—made it more

costly and less effective—to stem the tide of revolution.13 In this vein, it is worth not-

ing that the Soviets used troops to intimidate protesters in Moscow and to crack down

in the Baltics (Dunlop 2003, 98). Gorbachev himself acknowledged that “the army is

needed for the maintenance of internal stability” (CPSU CC 1988). As such, it stands

to reason that having fewer troops in Europe would make repression less effective.

6.2.2 Bad-Faith Cooperation in Poland

The Soviet gambit helped induce American cooperation in the short-term. Generally

speaking, Washington was concerned about the Soviets wielding force to reverse the

political opening happening in Poland, Germany, and elsewhere. They knew that moves

taken in response to one revolution could impact others and behaved cautiously at first

as a result (Bush and Scowcroft 1998, 122, 197, 207). When revolutions first broke out

in several Soviet clients, for example, the Bush administration showed restraint (Engel

13It is reasonable that Gorbachev’s renunciation of the Brezhnev Doctrine also made it costlier for
him to resist American exploitation by exposing himself to audience costs in the event that he reversed
himself and put down revolutions. On audience costs in the Soviet Union, see Weeks (2007, 40).
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2017, 6). The case of Poland, a Warsaw Pact member, is particularly illustrative.

In the summer of 1989, Poland held its first partially free elections in decades.

Solidarity, a labor union formed in 1980, won an overwhelming victory, putting the

reigning communist leader—Wojciech Jaruzelski—in a precarious position (Engel 2017,

209-210). Bush confronted a choice of whether to throw American support behind

Solidarity or exercise caution. He opted for the latter, encouraging Jaruzelski to run

again for the presidency. As Shifrinson (2018, 134) notes of this decision, “if there was

ever an opportunity to roll back Communist influence and Soviet dominance in Poland,

this was it. To challenge a major Soviet ally, all the United States had to do was call for

both sides to acknowledge the results of Poland’s elections, support a diminished role

for the Communist Party, and encourage Jaruzelski to retire. Instead, the United States

did the opposite” (Shifrinson 2018, 134). This is all the more surprising considering that

the United States covertly supported Solidarity throughout the 1980s as they resisted

the very same communist leader the Bush administration was now supporting.

Aiding Jaruzelski was not done out of benevolence; it was an act of temporary

restraint: “Rather than jumping into the breach ... the United States ... [pursued]

slow, steady gains—or, as Scowcroft described in a March 1989 memo, ‘Eastern Europe

is a weak link in Gorbachev’s strategy. We should exploit this but must do so in a

prudent way’ ” (Shifrinson 2018, 132). Wilson (2014, 149) similarly writes that “[w]hile

Bush aspired to prevail, he also understood that 1989 in Eastern Europe was a time

and place for caution and subtlety.” At one point, Bush deviated from a public posture

of caution, musing that he “would like to see continuation of the change that would

result in the Soviets feeling comfortable in taking their troops out of there.” According

to Engel (2017, 202), “He realized immediately that he had gone too far.” Gorbachev

scolded him: “Just let him know that some statements complicate things here. He

should just try to be more considerate if he wants to help” (Engel 2017, 203).

One reason for Bush’s caution was the fact that Solidarity was open to Jaruzelski

running to ensure a smooth transition. But another important factor relevant to our

theory is that there was concern that if the United States pushed too hard for change,

the Soviet Union might mobilize resistance in the region. In his memoirs, Bush writes:

“I wondered uneasily whether the Soviets might try to stop the changes in Poland after

all, fearful that Poland would slip entirely from their grasp” (Bush and Scowcroft 1998,

122). Policymakers did not necessarily think Gorbachev himself would be the culprit.
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Rather, they worried that hardliners in his government might take over and do this:

We had an obligation to be a responsible catalyst, where possible, for demo-

cratic change in Eastern Europe ... but we had to do so in a way that would

not make us appear to be gloating over Gorbachev’s political problems with

Party hard-liners as he moved away from the iron-fisted policies of his prede-

cessors .... [H]ot rhetoric would needlessly antagonize the militant elements

within the Soviet Union and the Pact, and might cause them to rise up

against these changes and perhaps against their perpetrator, Gorbachev

(Bush and Scowcroft 1998, 115).

Even when it came to Gorbachev himself, however, policymakers worried about “how

much change [he] would allow in the region,” perhaps because they appreciated he may

act to stave off the hardliners (Bush and Scowcroft 1998, 130). Both possibilities are

supportive of our argument, which simply requires that Gorbachev’s moves made it

more tempting for the United States to refrain from short-term exploitation for better

gains down the road. Concerns that poking the bear now would lead to Soviet hardliners

ousting Gorbachev and re-instituting countermeasures—or Gorbachev doing this in an

effort to preempt challenges from those to his right—are theory-consistent.

As we know from what transpired, the Soviet Union tolerated the political changes

underway in Poland. Gorbachev’s statements to U.S. policymakers expressing support

for their moderation toward the revolutions demonstrate his awareness that the Bush

administration was showing restraint (Zelikow and Rice 1995, 127). More ominous

statements about what might happen if the United States took advantage of the sit-

uation also shows Soviet sensitivity to defections. Gorbachev warned Bush that “the

West would be making a serious mistake if it sought to exploit the change in Eastern

Europe to achieve the ‘collapse of socialism’ ” (Beschloss and Talbott 1993, 148-149).

Of note, America’s behavior toward Poland was one of several instances of the Bush

administration exercising caution early on so as not to jeopardize achieving their aims on

subsequent developments. For example, when questions arose as to how the U.S. would

handle independence in the Baltic states during the spring of 1990, Bush recognized

that while lending their full support “would have felt good and would have ended the

barrage of criticism,” being too aggressive at that moment could dash attempts at

“German unification,” among other things (Bush and Scowcroft 1998, 216-217).
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6.2.3 American Defection in Germany

In contrast to its behavior toward Poland, the Bush administration responded aggres-

sively when revolution came to East Germany. While policymakers were eager to free

all of Central and Eastern Europe of Soviet troops, they viewed East Germany as “the

crown jewel of the Soviet empire” (Engel 2017, 322). When the Berlin Wall came

down in November 1989, the American response was somewhat measured (Zelikow and

Rice 1995, 127).14 By 1990, the prospect of German unification was on the table. Far

from accommodating their Soviet counterparts, the United States pushed hard for its

preferred outcome, namely a single German state inside NATO.

Gorbachev worried about this prospect. He conveyed to the West German leadership

“that [they] would be making a ‘big mistake’ if [they] should try to use the transitions

in Poland and Hungary for ‘a destabilization of the situation.’ If that happened, he said

now, ‘the entire movement toward a peaceful period ... in East-West relations would

be threatened’ ” (Zelikow and Rice 1995, 69). American officials acknowledged that

their desire for a unified Germany aligned with the West would “rip the heart out of

the Soviet security system” (Shifrinson 2016, 20).

The public announcement that Bush supported a unified Germany in late 1989

actually caused “Soviet forces in East Germany [to go] on alert ... and U.S. officials

‘could not exclude the possibility that [this move] might be preparatory to a Soviet-led

effort to impose martial law and restore communist [sic] rule’ ” (Shifrinson 2018, 139).15

During his meeting with Gorbachev at Malta in December, Bush disingenuously said

that while the United States wanted Germany reunified, he was “aware how much of a

delicate, sensitive problem this is” and promised “neither I nor representatives of my

administration want to be in a position which would be viewed as provocative.” To try

and persuade Gorbachev, Bush directly referenced America’s approach toward Poland,

pointing out that American officials who had went over in recent months “have gone

there not to create difficulties for you but to explain to the Poles what mechanisms, in

our opinion, are effective in the economic sphere” (Chernyaev 1989).

The United States soon switched gears. By early 1990, policymakers recognized that

“if Moscow maintains its present course, it will be impossible within a few years for the

Soviet Union to do anything about the changes... short of all out invasion” (Shifrinson

14For a history of the fall of the Berlin Wall, see Sarotte (2014).
15The Soviets had troops in East Germany at the time. See Kydd (2005, 237-238).
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2018, 140-141). The manifestation of their new approach was Two-Plus-Four (Sarotte

2009, 120-129). West and East Germany would nominally take the lead on unification

with the great powers playing an advisory role. In practice, it was a de facto means

of guaranteeing America’s vision (Wohlforth 2003, 52). Robert Gates described the

arrangement as “a way ‘to give the Russians a feeling that they’re a participant in this

and it’s not done over their heads,’ even as the Americans prepared to ‘roll them’ ”

(Engel 2017, 337).

Before closing, it is worth addressing whether things would have gone differently if

the Soviets knew what was coming. Although it is impossible to evaluate this counter-

factual definitively, several pieces of evidence suggest they might have. First, and as

noted, Gorbachev opposed America’s plan for East Germany. They believed his “hos-

tility to the participation of a unified Germany in NATO doesn’t appear ... as being

either fake or tactical .... He even [gave] an indication that should he have to face a

fait accompli, he would be compelled to alter his behavior on many issues, particularly

on disarmament in Europe” (Bush and Scowcroft 1998, 277). This also suggests that

announcing U.S. plans for unification prematurely would have been counterproductive,

especially because Gorbachev would have been in a better position to resist earlier.

Relatedly, the Bush administration believed there was a small window of opportunity

for action, and that if they “did not proceed now, [they] might soon be facing a new

and hard-line Soviet government, one unwilling to make the kinds of compromises we

needed” (Bush and Scowcroft 1998, 229).16 Put differently, even if Gorbachev would

have accepted American policy toward German reunification from the start—which, as

the foregoing paragraph showed, was unlikely—he might well have been pushed aside

by militant elements who would not have were the U.S. position clear earlier on.

Finally, there was eventually a coup against Gorbachev in August 1991 which was

driven in part by his policies in Eastern and Central Europe.17 Although it failed, it

shows that the constraints he was under, and Washington’s concerns about them, were

real.

16See also Zelikow and Rice (1995, 241).
17The final straw was Gorbachev’s policy toward the Baltic States. See Gorbachev (1995, 626–627).
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6.3 Alternative Theories and Explanations

This last section considers several other narratives of the Soviet-American relationship

during this period. Kydd (2005) provides a well-known account focused on American

issues with trusting Soviet preferences. Many U.S. policymakers viewed Gorbachev’s

concessions with skepticism, believing that they were “merely a tactic to gain the upper

hand in the public relations fight” (Domber 2011, 55). We see our case study as com-

plementary. Asymmetric information also ran in the other direction, with Gorbachev

uncertain over Bush’s preferences. Moreover, we demonstrated that some in Washing-

ton were focused on baiting the Soviet Union into a weak position over the long term

by feigning American cooperative preferences in the short term.

A second alternative is that America’s shift from a cooperative stance to an antag-

onistic one was driven by changes to the Soviet Union’s military strength. When the

Soviets were stronger in the first period, so the argument goes, the U.S. was cooperative

in Poland, Hungary, and elsewhere. When the Soviet Union’s ability to, among other

things, “stage its forces from Eastern European bases instead of operating from Soviet

home territory” diminished over the course of 1989 and into 1990, the U.S. became

more assertive, pursuing a unified Germany in NATO (Shifrinson 2018, 111–112).

Our theory explains several facets of these episodes that this account does not.

First, the Soviet Union’s declining position by the time German unification was on

the table was endogenous. Soviet leaders consciously reduced the potency of their

capacity to respond to exploitation to achieve short-term cooperation and possibly

longer-term assistance. The former worked, the latter did not. Second, at least some

of the indicators used to measure Soviet weakness in this account include the “military

reductions in 1988” which brought “the Soviet Union’s ability to defend Eastern Europe

into question” (Shifrinson 2018, 112). Our argument better explains the timing here.

7 Conclusion

This paper investigated a common dilemma states face when they observe cooperative

behavior. If the cooperation was in good faith, they do not want to pay for expensive

countermeasures to mitigate uncooperative behavior in the future. But if the coopera-

tion was in bad faith, a näıve response could set them up for future disaster. Despite
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this concern, the formal results showed that states can learn from cooperation. As

long as the opposing state cares more about the initial part of the interaction or are

unconcerned about potential resistance, they flaunt their antagonistic preferences by

defecting immediately.

Although the model is intentionally general to show how many circumstances share

a common framework, this strategy loses a lot of nuance. A path for future research

is to integrate the special concerns of particular substantive areas and show how those

additions refine the results presented here. For example, counterterrorism advocates of-

ten suggest an inexorable tradeoff between civil liberties and security. Those wishing to

reduce executive constraints suggest it as a necessary evil to maintain coercive leverage

over opponents abroad. The model suggests situations exist where maintaining civil

liberties and oversight improve welfare.
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8 Online Appendix

8.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Suppose that the Enemy separates in the first period. B earns −d1 − δBd2 if it does

not resist and −d1− (1− r)δBd2− k if it does. Thus, it prefers not to resist an obvious

Enemy if:

−d1 − δBd2 > −d1 − (1− r)δBd2 − k

k > rδBd2

Proposition 1 follows immediately from this.

8.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Suppose Condition 1 fails. The Enemy knows that if it chooses the same separating

strategy as in Proposition 1, B implements countermeasures. Thus, the Enemy earns

d1 + (1− r)δAd2 if it defects in the first period. Meanwhile, the best possible outcome

the Enemy could receive if it cooperates in the first period requires that B not resist.

Under that rosy condition, B earns δAd2. This is still worse than simply defecting

throughout if:

d1 + (1− r)δAd2 > δAd2

r <
d1
δAd2

Proposition 2 follows immediately from this.

8.3 Proof of Proposition 3

Recall that B earns c1 + δBc2 against a Friend and c1 − δBd2 against an Enemy if it

does not take countermeasures. Similarly, it earns c1 + δBc2 − k against a Friend and

c1 − rδBd2 − k against an Enemy if it takes countermeasures. Let q be B’s posterior

belief it is facing a Friend conditional on cooperation in the first period. Then B prefers

not taking countermeasures if:
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q(c1 + δBc2) + (1− q)(c1 − δBd2) > q(c1 + δBc2 − k) + (1− q)(c1 − (1− r)δBd2 − k)

r <
k

(1− q)δBd2
(5)

If the Enemy pools on cooperation, then q = p. Proposition 3 follows immediately

from this.18

8.4 Proof of Proposition 4

Solving for the semi-separating equilibrium requires working through each player’s in-

difference conditions. For the Enemy to mix between first period cooperation and

defection, it must receive the same payoff for each action. Defecting induces B to im-

plement resistance. Thus, its payoff for that action equals d1 + (1− r)δAd2. Meanwhile,

its payoff for cooperating depends on the frequency that B responds with resistance.

Let σR represent that probability. Then the Enemy earns nothing for the first period

and σR(1− r)δAd2 + (1− σR)δAd2 in expectation for the second period. The Enemy is

therefore indifferent when:

d1 + (1− r)δAd2 = σR(1− r)δAd2 + (1− σR)δAd2

σ∗
R ≡ 1− d1

rδAd2

For B to be willing to play such a mixed strategy, it too must also be indifferent

between resisting and not resisting given first period cooperation. Condition 5 shows

that this indifference condition is r = k
(1−q)δBd2

. Rearranging in terms of the belief,

q = 1 − k
rδBd2

.19 On the path, B updates this belief via Bayes’ rule. Let σC be the

18The PBE is not unique because the pooling equilibrium below allows for multiple off-the-path
beliefs. The dominance refinement narrows those to a single belief. Dominance is the weakest of
belief refinements. For a given information set, suppose that one type only could move the game
there by playing a dominated strategy while another type could move the game there by playing an
undominated strategy. Then the dominance refinement states that the uninformed actor must believe
that it is facing the type with the undominated strategy if it reaches that information set off-the-path.
Here, it implies that a defection in the first stage off-the-path must cause B to think that if is facing
the Enemy type.

19This is also B’s equilibrium belief following first period cooperation in the below equilibrium.
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probability the Enemy cooperates in the first period. Then the strategy that induces

the indifference condition is:

1− k

rδBd2
=

p

p+ (1− p)σC

σ∗
C ≡

pk

(1− p)(rδBd2 − k)

Proposition 4 follows immediately from this.

8.5 Calculation for Remark 3

For the pooling equilibrium, B receives c1 for certain in the first period and δBc2 with

probability p and −δBd2 with probability 1 − p in the second. If B were instead

informed—and k is small enough that B implements resistance when it knows it is

facing the Enemy—it receives c1 + δBc2 with probability p and −d1 − (1− r)δBd2 − k
with probability 1− p. Thus, B fares better with incomplete information when:

c1 + δB(pc2 − (1− p)d2) > p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)(d1 + (1− r)δBd2 + k)

δB <
c1 + d1 + k

rd2

This is Condition 4.

8.6 Proof of Proposition 5

Consider the first possibility, where k > rδBd2. By default, k corresponds to Proposition

1’s parameters. B’s utility within the region equals:

p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)(d1 + δBd2) (6)

Choosing any k value maintains this utility because (1) it is not a function of k

and (2) any greater k keeps the following subgame within Proposition 1’s parameters.

Therefore, all k values are optimal.
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In the second possibility, k < rδBd2 and r < d1
δAd2

. By default, k therefore corre-

sponds to Proposition 2’s parameters. B’s utility within that region equals:

p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)(d1 + (1− r)δBd2 + k) (7)

This utility strictly decreases in k. Increasing k can also transition the game into

Proposition 1’s parameters. However, we can show that the utility for any k within

Proposition 2’s parameters is better than any k within Proposition 1’s parameters by

showing that Line 7 exceeds Line 6:

p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)(d1 + (1− r)δBd2 + k) > p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)(d1 + δBd2) (8)

k < rδBd2

This is true for Proposition 2’s range. Therefore, B must choose k in equilibrium.

In the third possibility, k ∈ ((1 − p)rδBd2, rδBd2) and r > d1
δAd2

. This corresponds

to Proposition 3’s range. B’s utility within that region equals:

c1 + pδBc2 − (1− p)δBd2 (9)

This is unchanging in k. Increasing k can transition the game into Proposition 1’s

parameters. However, we can show that the utility for any k within Proposition 3’s

parameters is better than any k within Proposition 1’s parameters by showing that

Line 9 exceeds Line 6:

c1 + pδBc2 − (1− p)δBd2 > p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)(d1 + δBd2)

c1 > −d1

This is true. Therefore, B can choose any k ∈ [k, rδBd2] in equilibrium.20

In the fourth possibility, k < (1−p)rδBd2 and r > d1
δAd2

. This corresponds to Propo-

sition 4’s range. B’s utility here is complicated. In equilibrium, the Friend cooperates in

both periods, the Enemy cooperates with probability σ∗
C in the first period and defects

20Again, the caveat applies here that setting k = rδBd2 has multiple equilibrium outcomes for the
following subgame. To choose that value in equilibrium, the players must play according to Proposition
3’s specifications afterward.
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in the second period regardless of its earlier action. In addition, B resists following

defection in the first period and also resists following cooperation with probability σ∗
R.

This generates five possible equilibrium outcomes. However, due to B’s indifference

condition, we can simplify the calculation by focusing just on the case where B does

not resist following initial cooperation. This gives it a utility of:

p(c1 + δBc2) + (1− p)σ∗
C(c1 − δBd2)− (1− p)(1− σ∗

C)(d1 + (1− r)δBd2 + k) (10)

From here, we can derive a parameter space where B strictly prefers any k value

within Proposition 3’s region. Note that for any σC ∈ [0, 1), we can rewrite B’s utility

for Proposition 3’s region (from Line 9) as:21

p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)σC(c1 − δBd2) + (1− p)(1− σC)(c1 − δBd2) (11)

Comparing Line 10 to Line 11, B has a strict preference for the latter payoff if:

δB <
c1 + d1 + k

rd2

This is Condition 4. This is hardest to fulfill for k = 0. Thus, it holds regardless of

k if:

δB <
c1 + d1
rd2

(12)

So suppose Condition 12 holds. Then for any k ∈ [k, (1 − p)rδBd2), B obtains its

utility from Proposition 4. This is strictly lower than what it obtains from raising k

to any value within Proposition 3’s region, which is in turn greater than B’s payoff for

any k higher than that. As such, B can choose any such k in equilibrium, which are all

strictly greater than k. This proves the claim.

8.7 Proof of Proposition 6

Now consider the endogenous r model. As Figure 1 illustrates, there are six possible

cases.

21The requirement that σC ∈ [0, 1) is, in fact, implied by k falling in Proposition 4’s parameters.
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First, suppose that r < k
δBd2

. This implies that the game falls under Proposition 1’s

parameters regardless of what r value B chooses. Thus, R’s payoff equals Line 6. This

is not a function of r, and thus B is indifferent across all of them.

Second, suppose that r > k
δBd2

and k > δBd1
δA

. This places the parameters in the

rightmost part of Figure 1, where decreasing r can transition the parameters from

Proposition 3 to Proposition 1. But the proof for the endogenous k game revealed that

Line 9 is greater than Line 6, and the comparison is not a function of r. Thus, B can

choose any r ∈ [ k
δBd2

, r] in equilibrium.22

Third, suppose that r ∈
(

k
δBd2

, d1
δAd2

)
. This puts r into the parameter range for

Proposition 2. Line 7 shows this strictly decreases in r. A sufficiently small r moves

the game into Proposition 1’s parameters. But rewriting the comparison on Line 8 in

terms of r shows that the utility of Proposition 2’s outcome is greater than the utility

of Proposition 1’s outcome if r > k
δBd2

. This is given by the case. As such, B’s unique

optimal strategy is to choose r.

Fourth, suppose that r ∈
(

d1
δAd2

, k
(1−p)δBd2

)
. This puts r in the parameter range of

Proposition 3. B’s utility is constant in this region and equal to Line 9. Decreasing

r can shift the game’s parameters to Proposition 2 or 1. The proof for the third case

showed that B strictly prefers the utility associated with Proposition 2 over the utility

for Proposition 1. Thus, the remaining question is whether B prefers the utility in Line

9 to the utility in Line 7. This is true if:

c1 + pδBc2 − (1− p)δBd2 > p(c1 + δBc2)− (1− p)(d1 + (1− r)δBd2 + k)

r <
d1 + c1 + k

δAd2

But to fall into Proposition 2’s parameter space, r must be less than d1
δAd2

, which is

an even smaller value. Thus, B prefers to stay within Proposition 3’s parameter space

and is indifferent across that region. Thus, B can choose any r ∈ [ d1
δAd2

, r] in equilibrium.

Fifth, suppose that r > k
(1−p)δBd2

and k > (1−p)δBd1d2
δA

. This puts r within Proposition

4’s parameters and also ensures that lowering r progressively transitions the game

into Proposition 3’s parameters, then Proposition 2’s parameters, then Proposition 1’s

22The standard caveat applies for k
δBd2

, where the players must choose the strategies associated
with Proposition 3 in the following subgame for the equilibrium to work.
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parameters. From above, B prefers the payoff associated with Proposition 3 to those of

Propositions 1 and 2. Thus, the question is whether it prefers Proposition 4’s payoff to

3’s payoff.

Following the construction of the proof of Proposition 5, B strictly prefers the payoff

associated with Proposition 3 if δB <
c1+d1+k
rd2

. This is hardest to fulfill for r = 1. Thus,

it holds regardless of r if:

δB <
c1 + d1 + k

d2
(13)

So suppose Condition 13 holds. Then for any r ∈
(

k
(1−p)rδBd2

r
]
, B obtains its utility

from Proposition 4. This is strictly lower than what it obtains from lowering r to any

value within Proposition 3’s region, which is in turn greater than B’s payoff for any r

lower than that. As such, B can choose any such r in equilibrium, which are all strictly

lower than r. This proves the claim.

We conclude with a brief discussion about a sixth case. Suppose that r > k
(1−p)δBd2

and k < (1−p)δBd1d2
δA

. This puts r within Proposition 4’s parameters and also ensures

that lowering r progressively transitions the game into Proposition 2’s parameters and

then Proposition 1’s parameters. From above, B prefers the payoff associated with

Proposition 1 to that of 2. Thus, the question is whether it prefers Proposition 4’s payoff

to 2’s payoff. Investigating when Line 7 is larger than 10 and doing some substantial

reducing and rearranging yields the condition r > c1+d1+k
δBd2

. But as shown earlier, such

a condition is not possible within Proposition 2’s parameter space. Thus, B’s optimal

r must fall within Proposition 4’s parameters.

From there, R’s choice depends on the direction of the derivative of Line 10 with

respect to r. If it is decreasing on the interval, B would want to choose the minimum

of r that still falls in the parameter space, which is r
δBd2

.23

23This requires that the players select the equilibrium strategies of Proposition 4 when on the knife-
edge between Propositions 2 and 4. However, the unique equilibrium requires players to do so. If
not, B would suffer a discontinuity in its utility at the boundary, giving it an impossible optimization
problem.
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